Abstract-The function of protein is closely correlated with its subcellular locations. New composed proteins can perform normal biological function only after they are translocated to correct subcellular locations. In this paper, a new selective ensemble classifiers based on EDA algorithm has been proposed. In the method, pseudo amino acid composition was firstly applied to form the protein feature sets, then 10 neural networks is generated to learn the subsets which are re-sampling from feature subsets with PSO algorithm. At last, appropriate classifiers are selected to construct the prediction committee with EDA algorithm.
Reinhardt proposed a neural network method and Hua uses amino acid composition as input, using support vector machine to predict the subcellular location. Neural network ensemble is a way of increasing the neural network's generalization ability. Neural network ensembles use a finite number of member networks to study the problem, and t hen make the final decision according to the output of the member networks in the ensemble.
In this paper, a new selective classifier ensemble based on EDA algorithm has been proposed. In this method, pseudo acid composition is used as network input to train every neural network. Then the EDA (Evaluation Distribution Algorithm) is used to evaluate the performance of training network and automatically select the best neural networks to take part in the ensemble. The testing of SNL6 database shows that the proposed method produces the best prediction accuracy.
II . THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Pseudo Amino Acid Composition
We cannot predict the protein subcellular location directly from the protein sequence, so it is of great significance for people to develop an appropriate representation method for protein sequence in order to increase the prediction accuracy.
The representation method is to transform the alphabetical representation of protein sequence with different length into a finite dimension of discrete vector with same length. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the amino acid composition, Chou had proposed pseudo Amino Acid (PseAA) for protein in order to contain ranging order information of amino acids completely. In this method, the protein P is defined as follows (1):
L is the length of protein sequence; is a variable parameter, ranging from 20 to 40. p i is calculated as follows (2) Where w is a weighting factor, generally set at 0.5, k is ktier correlation factor, expressing the sequence correlation among k amino acid residues, it is defined as follows (3):
J i, j+k are coupling factors in the domain of amino acids from i to i+k. It is defined as follows (4):
Where H 1 (R i ), H 2 (R i ), H 3 (R i ) are the value of hydro phobic property, the value of hydrophilic qualitative and side chain atomic weight of amino acid residues. These three numerical values are all standardized. In the protein representation of PseAA, (P 1 ,P 2 ,...,P 20 )is the traditional amino acid composition ; (P 20+1 ,P 20+2 ,... ,P 20+ ) are -tier correlation factors, namely the first tier, the second tier , until the -tier mode of sequence order correlation. PseAA adds the correlation factors related to sequence order; therefore it can be more scientific to represent protein than simply using the information of amino acid composition.
B. Integrated Neural Network Based on EDA
Selecting partial neural networks to take part in the ensemble can acquire better network generalization properties than using all the neural networks. So we must select the better networks subsets to integrate. There are many methods which can help us to complete this selecting, such as Greedy Hill Climbing. These methods test whether the performance of the ensemble may change through increasing or decreasing a neural network. Each time we should select the best neural networks which can make the subset of neural network acquire best performance. But this method is easy to fail into local optimum because we cannot change the chosen network. In order to avoid the shortcoming, this paper adopted the theory of evolutionary computation method to select the best neural networks. (5): 
Subcellular Location Number of Sequence
PML body 38
Chromatin 61
Nucleoplasm 75
Nucleolus 219
Nuclear splicing speckles 56
Nuclear lamina 55
Total number 504
Firstly we use PseAA to encode the protein sequences whose data are concentrated. In the dealing process, we assign as five, ten, fifteen, twenty, twenty-five and thirty respectively to extract the features of the sequences. The experiment shows that the classification accuracy is comparatively low when is less than 10 and the classification accuracy will gradually increase with the increasing of the value of when is over fifteen. This
shows that the mutual actions between the amino acids whose sequence distance is over twenty only have small effects to the protein subcellular locations. In this paper, we choose =20 to extract the features from the protein sequence, so we can acquire a forty-dimension feature vector from each protein sequence. Encoding all the five hundred and four protein in SNL6, we can acquire a feature data set containing five hundred and four feature vectors.
In order to increase the diversity of training samples, we use the method of Adaboost to take samples from the feature data sets to form ten different training subsets. Then we use them to train the neural networks which contain different numbers of neural nodes in hidden layer. The PSO (particle swarm optimization) algorithm is used to adjust the weights of the neural networks. Then we encode each neural network as a binary string to form an individual chromosome of EDA. At last, we can acquire best neural network ensemble classifiers using Evaluation Distribution Algorithm (EDA).
In the process of classification, the method of five-crossvalidation is used to test the data sets. The five-crossvalidation is described as follows: First, we divide the experimental data sets into five non-intersecting subsets. The above experimental results are described as follows: 
